
Increasing your
Visibility

5 ways to Boost your Career
by 



Thousands of people do great jobs but don’t
advance.

The key is to be noticed doing a great job. To
stand out from the crowd so that next time an
interesting project or opportunity comes up, they
think of you.

As you read you may think, “but I just don’t have
the confidence to do that.” We get it.

But confidence is something that can be learned -
thousands have!

So check out the following ideas to increase your
visibility and if confidence is an issue, we can help
you.

Success in your career is
not just about doing a
great job.



You may just be the smartest
in the room

Speak up in
meetings

Be a part of the presentation
team

Help plan an
important
presentation

Your initiative will have you
noticed straight away

Ask to represent
your organisation at
a function or
conferenceBe seen as someone who can

think on their feet

Master the use of
speaking templates

If you  can present well you will
be seen as more confident,
credible and valuable

Offer to deliver a
presentation

Five ways to
increase your
visibility



One of the reasons organisations have us
run courses for them is so that their people
get the confidence to speak up in meetings. 

It’s so frustrating for managers to be looking
for ideas from their team and not hearing
what they think - or, only hearing from the
same people.

The person who speaks the most is not
necessarily the smartest in the room - on
this particular topic, you may be. But if you
don’t speak up, no-one will know.

Set yourself a goal for the next meeting
to ensure that you will contribute
something. To start with it may be
simply agreeing with what someone
else has contributed but then adding a
different reason for why you think it’s a
good idea.

Or it may be to ask a strategic question.
Something that you’re concerned about
that may not have been properly
thought through. Your contribution
may prevent a bad decision or enhance
a good one.

Your goal is to eventually be the first
person to speak when the group is
asked to contribute. 

This is harder but that’s why it sends a
powerful message to those around you.

Speak Up in
Meetings
You may just be the

smartest person in the room.



If your Manager is required to deliver
presentations, being a sounding-board and
helping them to plan and maybe even
practice an important presentation is a great
way to get your ideas noticed and be part of
the team “at the front of the room.” 

If you don’t quite feel ready to offer to give
presentations, being part of a presentation
team can be the next best thing.

Learn about presentation templates so that
you can quickly structure thoughts and
ideas into a logical and easily understood
sequence.

Once you’re part of the presentation team,
you may even eventually be asked to deliver
a section of the presentation that is your
area of expertise (more on presenting later.) 

Or, you may be asked to be available in
order to answer questions. This might seem
scary because you won’t know what you
might be asked and are unprepared. But in
fact, you probably can anticipate the types
of questions that will be asked and then
prepare and practice, short but effective
responses using the presentation templates
that you’ve got familiar with. 

Help plan an
important
presentation
Be a part of the

presentation team.



It’s amazing how hopeless
some people sound when they
try to answer the question
“What do you do?”  

They use technical gobbledygook
that no-one else understands and
leave their listeners in a daze of
confusion.

Using a speaking template to plan
how to answer that question in less
that 30 seconds and practicing it so
that you can do it clearly will have
you become more confident when
you’re asked to answer any
question. And when you’re asked
that particular one, you’ll rock!

As a result you’ll be seen as a
person who can “think on your feet”
- a highly desirable talent.

Master the use
of speaking 
 templates

Be seen as someone who

can "think on their feet".



Ask to represent
your organisation
at a function or
conference

 Your initiative will have

you noticed straight away.

One of the great things about a
post-conference or post-training
“report back” type presentation is
that it is not “your” material or
opinions that you are speaking
about. So the nervousness that
can occur by having your opinions
cut down by an audience is not as
bad. You’re simply reporting back
what someone else said.

Of course, if you wish, you can
take a stand about whether you
agree or not with what you
learned and have some useful
arguments to support your
position. 

Or, use a facilitative approach to
get the group discussing the
ideas.

Sweeten your request by
suggesting that, on your return,
you deliver a presentation
reporting back what you've
learned.



Offer to
deliver a
presentation
If you  can present well you will

be seen as more confident,

credible and valuable.

This means that if you are willing to
learn some of the techniques that will
reduce your fear and enable you to
present, then you’re on your way to high
visibility and recognition.

Because people hate presenting so
much, they invest a range of positive
attributes into those who are willing to
do it. People will see you as
authoritative, confident, intelligent and
valuable if, despite your nervousness,
you present in areas of your expertise. 

Most presentation nervousness is
completely missed by the audience -
you feel it much more than they can see
it. So once you learn the skills of how to
handle that discomfort, you  eventually
stop noticing it.

If you give presentations, you’ll
really start to stand out. Public
speaking is terrifying for so
many people that they do
almost anything to avoid it. 



Visibility Matters
Many people stay trapped by the safety
of their invisibility. Fear keeps them
from taking the actions that will have
them noticed and then offer
opportunities.

That fear is just a symptom of
inexperience and uncertainty.  With the
right knowledge, training and practice,
these actions become easier to take. 

Thousands of people have moved
through the invisibility barrier, not
because they have natural talent or
confidence, but because they’ve learned
techniques and practiced applying
them.



www.effectivespeaking.co.nz
hello@effectivespeaking.co.nz
+64 21 903 490
Level 1, 100 Tory Street
Te Aro, Wellington
New Zealand

At Effective Speaking we help people
become confident and credible
speakers. 

Web:
Email:

Phone:
Address:

Do contact us to find out how we
might help you increase your visibility.

https://www.effectivespeaking.co.nz/
http://effectivespeaking.co.nz/

